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Abstract - Internet of Things has (IoT) been promisingly making its way in the world market. According Gartner-a research firm report, 6.4 billion connected “Things” will be in use in 2016 which is 30% more than 2015. With the increasing horizon of IoT, there has been an increased concern over privacy. IoT systems have delivered positive results in many fields such as Healthcare, Insurance, Retail, Banking etc. but still large numbers of people are reluctant about the adoption of IoT. The major reason behind it is the amount of private data that they have to give away in order to get reward from it. In this paper, I have proposed to develop “Privacy versus Benefit Model” classifying the IoT product based on the degree of sensitive data they are collecting. Furthermore, suggestion on combating privacy concerns of the consumers has also been defined for the companies developing IoT systems.
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1. Introduction

Organizations have been discussing the Internet of Things for a considerable length of time. There are numerous conceivable dreams of it. Some believe it's about your smartwatch communicating with your car, while your smart refrigerator autonomously converses with the supermarket to request you to order some more curd. Gartner-a research firm anticipated 26 billion gadgets will be introduced by 2020.

IoT is emerging as a promising technology in recent times. Still, many are reluctant to use IoT because of the security concerns associated with it such as insecure cloud interface, insecure mobile interface, privacy concerns etc. Companies should have to take a more pro-active role in embedding security in their products if they want their products to be accepted by wide range of users. In this paper, I am presenting a model which can address privacy concerns. In addition to that, suggestion on building an ideal system which addresses all privacy concerns is also specified.

2. Related Works

As identified by Atzori et al. [1]. Internet of Things can be realized in three paradigms—internet-oriented (middleware), things oriented (sensors) and semantic-oriented (knowledge). Although this type of delineation is required due to the interdisciplinary nature of the subject, the usefuleness of IoT can be unleashed only in an application domain where the three paradigms intersect.

There are several application domains which will be impacted by the emerging Internet of Things. We categorize the applications into four application domains:

(1) Personal and Home;
(2) Enterprize;
(3) Utilities; and
(4) Mobile.

This is depicted in Fig. 1, which represents Personal and Home IoT at the scale of an individual or home, Enterprize IoT at the scale of a community, Utility IoT at a national or regional scale and Mobile IoT which is usually spread across other domains mainly due to the nature of connectivity and scalability. There is a huge crossover in applications and the use of data between domains. For instance, the Personal and Home IoT produces electricity usage data in the house and makes it available to the electricity (utility) company which can in turn optimize the supply and demand in the Utility IoT.

The internet enables sharing of data between different service providers in a seamless manner creating multiple business opportunities. A few typical applications in each domain are given [2].
There are many benefits of implementing IoT which can help individuals and businesses on a daily basis. Incorporating IoT into the healthcare will track individual’s health remotely and can take mitigating steps when medication is needed. IoT also can be handy in person’s household activity such as asset tracking, optimal utilization of electricity and house inventory management etc. It can also be very useful in different businesses such as banks can keep track of assets that are on loan, vehicle insurance company can decide premium based on users driving habits, manufacturing company can automate their inventory management etc.

Q. Rate your level of privacy concerns across each of the following ways companies interact with your data.
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Note: These percentages reflect all respondents who, on a scale of 1-5 rated their concern as a 5 (Extremely concerned) or 4 (Very Concerned) with each of the ways companies interact with their data.

Source: Consumer Perceptions of Privacy in the Internet of Things, Atiumer Group, 2015 Base: n=2662 respondents
IoT technology is being used in many domains right from healthcare to retail. To make things smarter around user, data of every move is collected and it is accessible to respective companies. Take an example of precise location collection through different applications, it may seem simple but these precise data can reveal user’s all activities. Furthermore, sensors used in smart home helps user to monitor the activities of daily living can also give information about your private activities in home. Hence, it is proved that with the benefits of IoT, the privacy risks associated therein is the major bottleneck in adopting the IoT.

Privacy in IoT means protection of information of an individual from exposure in the IoT environment. Every individual has its own definition of privacy. For example, somebody might find it offensive if supermarket owner get to know the amount of milk left in smart fridge at the same time somebody find it quite useful as they are getting milk every day without bothering about its availability. Therefore, company should have to consider such scenario while designing a system which can give more benefits at the cost of confidentiality.

3. The Proposed Privacy versus Benefit Model

Privacy concern is the one of the major road block of IoT’s success. Large number of consumers doesn’t know how their personal data is being used and up to which level data is being accessed by the third party software. To increase the market demand, Companies need to develop a better way to communicate how data is used and shared.

As defined above, every individual has different level of concerns over IoT privacy. Hence, it will be prudent if IoT products classified based on their degree of privacy exposure so that the stage-wise mitigation policies can be made depending upon the quality of data. In this paper, we proposed to have a model called “Privacy versus Benefits Model” which can classify the IoT products regardless of the domain it belongs to. We tried to bring all IoT product to a same platform in the said model based on the quality of data being collected so that common policy can be drawn out.

For an instance; smart refrigerator and smart health monitoring fall in different domain as, utilities and healthcare respectively, but both uses the user’s personal data. In which person may not mind if someone comes to know about the milk quantity in refrigerator as long as he/she is getting automating milk through stock maintenance facility, but the data received from the smart health monitoring is of related to person’s health which have higher degree of sensitivity. Therefore, the consideration of degree of sensitivity of collected data.

If companies understand degree of sensitivity and focuses more on the lower degree of sensitive data to build the system then there shouldn’t be any issue as long as consumers are getting benefits against the cost. Customers are more reluctant to accept the system which focuses on higher sensitive personal data. The figure 2 states consumers’ top privacy concerns and it shows that most of the concerns can be solved by better communication with them. For example, if manufacturer assured them by
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stating that they are not in favour of selling consumer’s personal data as majority are in doubt that what if these personal data got sold to other vendor.

We focus to develop a model to classify the IoT product based on data sensitivity. This model helps company to manufacture better product and also company can make consumer carefree for their privacy through better communication.

In the proposed “Privacy versus Benefit Model”, we classify IoT products into four categories.

3.1 Challenging

This class of products use sensitive information about the consumer to give benefits in the returns. For instance, smart health reports, it takes data related to consumer’s health as an input, keeps track of his/her health in reward. To resolve their concerns over privacy as it is an individual’s Personally Identifiable Information (PII), company should have to make consumers less concern about their privacy by giving assurance for the following things:

- Consumer data is not being sold to other vendors,
- Only concern employees of the company has privileged to access their data,
- Data is been keep encrypted to make it confidential,
- Unwanted data is being destroyed on regular basis.

Many companies fail to communicate properly to their consumers so that fail to get their trust. We suggest to improve the communication with the consumer so that their concerns can be reduce up to some level and product can be categorized as Ideal product.

3.2 Ideal

This type of products gives high advantages in return of low sensitive data. It would be ideal product if consumers can get maximum rewards at minimum risk. For example, smart refrigerator – it can maintain the stock of daily household without human interference. This feature can give consumer daily availability of household item in return they just have to give away the quantity details to the supermarket system so that can supply the required items once safety stock is reached. Any IoT product can not fall into Ideal stage overnight it’s a time consuming process. After improvising a few initial versions company can get mature product which falls into this category.

3.3 Opportunity

The group of product which gives very less benefits and same time uses less sensitive personal data falls into opportunity zone. As the name suggest these products have opportunity to be popular among consumers if they work on their offerings. Initial versions of most of the new product falls into this category as it provide only a few new benefits to consumers. They have to design more features so that consumers can get more benefits and product can fall into Ideal category where benefits can exceeds cost (privacy concern).

3.4 Futile

This class of product provide many limited benefits in return of high amount of sensitive personal data. It is very tough for any company to recover from this situation as it may cost them very hugely as they have to entirely start from the square to the power one. Many products fall into this category unknowingly as they fail to improve after being in challenging or opportunity zone in their initial versions.

As explained above every company’s prime objective should be placing their product in Ideal class as it gives maximum benefit at the risk of minimum privacy. Most of the privacy apprehensions can be addressed if company wants to address it by placing strong privacy policy. So this model can be used as a guide for company developing IoT products so they can correctly provide optimal mixture of benefits and secrecy.

4. Conclusion

The proposed privacy versus benefit model helps organization in addressing consumers’ privacy concerns by giving some simple suggestions and ponders on improving communication between consumers and organization. As discussed in paper privacy concerns of consumers can prove hindrance if these concerns are not properly addressed. But manufacture has to come up with strong privacy policy, data collection and sharing policy, data disposal policy in order to get trust of the consumers. Companies should focus on delivering optimal mixture of risk and rewards so that IoT can be helpful to consumers rather than being hindrance in their life.
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